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those whom we nurse through the sense of 
EDITORIAL. touch. 

standing mind. HeBd hnd hand must work 
in close association, if the well-being of the 
patient is to  be assured. Of what use is 
the most accurate head Itnowledge of right 
methods if they are clumsily carried out ? 
From the new born baby upwards a patient 
realizes instinctively if his nurse has the 
true nursing touch. Gentle, firm, sym- 
pathetic i t  gives confidence, and imparts a 
sense of rest and peace. On the other 
hand, to be handled by a woman who does 
not possess it, be she never so mechanically 
sltilful, is a continual annoyance to a sensi- 
tive patient. 

To such an-one the hand of his nurse con- 
veys so much, without a word being spoken 
on either side. Some hands seem indeed to  
possess definite healing power, others soothe 
and comfort as they minister, all convey 
some knowledge of the personality of their 
possessor, and it is probable that few of us 
realize how much of oursehes we reveal to 

suitability, or the reverse. 
Think of the effect of a sensitive hand on 

the insane, the outcast, the criminal. 
Again i t  is the hand of the trained nurse 

which has transformed our hospital wards 
from repulsive looking barrakks, to havens 
of attractive restfulness to which the sick 
poor turn with confidence in time of need. 

And, to mention only one more instance 
of the revolution caused by the hand of the 
trained nurse, consider its influence in our 
hospital mortuaries. Formerly friends of 
patients turned froin them shocked and 
horrified, now they are transformed into 
resting places by the way, in which tired 
bodies may appropriately be laid, and 
mourners visiting their dead, are comforted 
and consoled by the care and love which 
surround them. 

Truly nursing is a handicraft of which 
those who practise i t  have reason to be 
proud, and one which they would not will- 
ingly change for any other. 
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